










CBSE/ASC /112518 31.3.2016

To,

Heads of all the Institutions affiliated
to the Board as Private/Unaided schools

Sub: Instructions regarding pass criteria of IX/XI and admission in class X/XII,

Sir/Madam,

You are aware that the Board, through its Examination Bye-laws has stipulated the criteria for
declaring a student pass in Class IX/XI as also the criteria for admitting students in Classes IX to XII.
It has been observed that in certain cases, the schools are issuing the School Leaving/Transfer
Certificate in Class IX/XI mentioning PROMOTED TO CLASS X/XII whereas on perusal of the
Report Card, the student has been shown obtaining less than 33% marks in two or more subjects
meaning thereby that the student has not passed Class IX/XI hence is not eligible for admission to
Class X/XII. It has also been observed that in certain cases, the schools while giving direct admission
in Class X/XII overlook the criteria of the student having passed the previous class and gave
admission.

As per the rules schools giving direct admission in Class X/XII have to seek post facto approval from
the Board. The fact that a student is a failure of previous class comes to light in the CBSE only when
it scrutinizes the Report Card of the previous class. The Board is then constrained not to permit the
student to continue in Class X/XII in accordance with Rules 7.3 and 7.5 of the Examination Bye-laws
which puts undue stress on the student(s) as also the school(s).

In order to avoid such situations, all the Private/Unaided schools are requested to:

1. adhere to the passing criteria enumerated in Rules 40 and 41 of the Examination Bye-laws for
Class XI & IX.

2. Report Card issued to the students of Class IX/XI should categorically state whether the student
has qualified/not qualified the class and is eligible/not eligible for seeking admission in Class
X/XII;

3. school(s) admitting students in Class X/XII shall ensure from the Report Card whether the
student being admitted is eligible for the class for which admission is being sought;
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